Notes February 9 (1)

• **Thanks for the feedback in the Google Form!**
  – I will try to keep lectures moving (and, more interesting / less dry!)
  – Workload on PA’s is being tracked carefully (and, decreased).
  – Nick and Andrew are starting a “syntax issues” document. The team’s goal is “help prevent debugging time before it is spent” (long tail of distribution)
  – Google Form will close tonight, so please enter your feedback today

• **HW3 due date is **normal** = Thursday 11am !**

• **Help.** If you feel you need a 1-1 or 1-k (k a small number) appt with a reader-tutor, please email Mingyu and Rishikesh, with cc to me. This should be doable (earlier is better than later !!!).

• **OH’s.** Due to travel, I cannot have OH’s tomorrow (Wednesday). Please email me if a call etc. needs to be set up.

• “**Algorithm problem-solving interview prep**” session was postponed (see Piazza post which includes good links), but there is a Google Form where you can enter questions that you think would be good to cover in a (value-adding) session

• **Past final exams and additional quiz questions** from previous years will be posted soon. You should understand that all exam questions are “designed to be doable with the tools that you are known to have”